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emphasises a remarkable trait of these laws of Ethelbert. Far from the quantity of our belief being so exactly
adjusted in conformity with the facts to which it refers that we cannot even in imagination go astray, we find
that it frequently exists in excess or defect of that which subsequent judgment will approve. They not only
considered it allowable for a man to have more than one wife, but apparently they thought he might have as
many wives as he chose. And, on the whole, even when regarded solely from a tribal point of view, it does not
seem unlikely that strangers in blood and freedmen and dependent followers of the conquering chieftains
should find themselves after conquest and settlement in the economic condition of tenants and gafolgeldas on
the lands of protecting lords. If the opinions of the Virginians were not quite as extreme as this, they certainly
would have been surprised at that time had they been told that their conduct was heroic. If jerky movements
are wanting in grace, the reason is that each of them is self-sufficient and does not announce those which are
to follow. Our host stoutly resisted this imputation, which tended to deprive art of one of its greatest triumphs,
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inventions and conclusions of the human reason as are now trite and common were new and little known, all
things abounded with fables, parables, similes, comparisons, and allusions, which were not intended to
conceal, but to inform and teach, whilst the minds of men continued rude and unpractised in matters of subtilty
and speculation, or even impatient, and in a manner incapable of receiving such things as did not fall directly
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